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Our invention is concerned with a- stand-up 
or- easel-type book, whose leaves are preferably 
blank to receive thereon writing, notes, or other 
data. After application of inscriptions, the book‘ 
may be advantageously upstood upon a table or 
desk with the free edges ofv the covers rested 
thereupon. In this position the covers are spread 
apart angularly a relatively short distance with 
the bound leaves suspended from the book back 
which is disposed at the top. 
The present improvements, applicable to a 

book of the kind described, have to do in‘ large 
part with the construction therefor of a ?exible 
back to which are bound the covers‘ and" inter 
vening leaves, each secured along one edge only, 
and with the construction of the covers‘ and 
leaves themselves by which to facilitate angular 
bends crosswise thereof at points relatively' close 
to‘ the book back. These various features of 
construction conduce to a ?rm and‘ secure bind 
ing of the covers and leaves to theback, to- an 
easyv manipulation of‘ the book, whereby one 
cover may swing through an arc‘ of nearly 360° 
relative‘ to the other, to a ready't-ransve‘rs'e yield‘ 
ing of the back which is su?‘ici'ently‘?exible" to 
execute a bend upon‘ itself, to" the compact dis 
position of the leaves; when depending’ from‘ 
the back, in such a way as to lie relatively‘?‘at 
upon the proximate‘ cover whereon it is sup; 
ported, etc. These various objects and‘ advan 
tages, as well as others‘ which will hereinafter 
appear, are set forth in the ensuing description-, 
wherein reference is made to a suggestive, em‘ 
bodim‘ent of our invention in the manner‘ fol 
lowing: 

Figure l is a perspective view of‘ the book, 
back uppermost, with itsv covers in closed posi 
tion; 

Fig. 2'which is a similar view, shows one cover; 
designated for convenience as the" rear, in a 
horizontal position, the other or front cover have 
ing‘ been swung through an arc of 180° about a 
pre-formed bend line which is relatively‘ close 
to, but spaced‘ from, the book back to which the 
cover‘ is‘ bound; 

Fig; 3 shows the front cover swung through 
nearly 360° to a rear position in‘ which it‘ co‘. 
operates with the rear cover at the front‘ in 
“providing an easel support for the book, whose 
back is then in an uppermost or top position; 

Fig. 4 which is a View similar to Fig. 3; shows 
the‘ ?rst few of the exposed leaves swung around 
t'olie against thefront cover at the’rear; 

Fig. 5" which is a view similar t'o-Fig: 4, shows 
a half“ or more- of- the exposed leaves~ swung 
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through their operating range, some of‘ the 
leaves lying, adjacent, one cover‘ and: the balance 
adjacent- the' other cover; 
Fig. 6‘ is a detail in section'al'perspective' show. 

ing the makeup. offth'e book‘ back and of the 
leaves‘ and covers: associated‘: therewith’; 

Figs. 7-11, which are fragmentary details in 
section taken adjacent thebook» back, illustrate 
the condition thereof‘ during- successive stages, in 
its 1‘ production; and 

Figs; 12 and~l3 are enlargedfragment'aryfdc; 
tails in elevation showing- the ?exible backi in 
two=nearly~ extreme curled‘ positions, the former 
as’ when only a few‘ of" the leaves have‘ been 
turned and‘ th'ela'tter» as-when» most of the leaves 
have-been turned, to*' lierearwardly of the? user. 

The-book; herein s‘liio'wnv comprises; a front cover 
F; a rear‘ cover R,- and‘ aL-backB-l towhichvb'oth 
covers, along one- edge of each, are bound'r-in 
spaced- relation to eachother; The covers may 
be mad'e'of any suitable paper board, relatively 
stiff?sothat when the book isupstood in easel 
fashion the two» covers; together‘ with the con 
necting back, will‘: provide» an' adequate support 
for a stack- of‘ depending leaves L which‘ are 
accommodated between the covers with each-leaf 
secured‘ alon'g one-edge to' theback' of the‘ book»; 

It is’ an essential‘feature of this invention that 
the back be relatively‘ ?exible to‘ the extent at 
least that it may" at "any! point hen'd- a-rcuately 
throughvv a- short radius to complete‘; if need'be, 
contact with‘ itselfl As an example- of such a 
back‘ I. have” shown in‘ Figs. 6:13 a construction 
in ‘which the" stacked leaves ' between‘ their’ enclose 
illg' covers, all in register alone" the" edge‘ that is 
to be bound (see-Fig: 7); may betreated" ?rst to 
water or moisture“ to- reduce the sizing in thepa 
per; then receive-a light coat‘ g* of glue" (see Fig. 
8‘)' which spreads as‘ a' thin' layer over‘ the‘ regis 
tered edges orthe‘leaves ‘and covers,‘v and possibly 
very- slightly th‘erebetwe'en, Q then" receive‘ over' the 
thin layer of glue a» strip 3‘ of “super” (a well 
known loosely-woven‘ fabric‘), then receive over 
the’superv a‘ heavy“ layer G‘of, glue' which isL free 
to‘ enter through the interstices of‘ the“ super to 
unite ‘with the under" layer of‘glue ' 9;. andthen re’ 
ceive ' overtheouter gluelayer aquantit‘y'of'small 
short ?bers f, desirably of rayon, known" com 
mercially as “flocks-z” The back so formed is 
characterized‘ by two layers‘ of integrally joined 
flexible: glue‘ with an- intervening strip of super, 
the under layer of'ggluemakin‘g contact with; one 
edge'o‘f' e‘achdeafi and cover to'bind- the‘ sam'e'se 
cu‘rely" in [assembled _ relation, and the outer ‘ layer 
of‘ glue-being'?nish‘e‘cla upon; its~expose<iv face with 



a spread of relatively soft ?bers which provide-an 
attractive appearance and durable protection for 
the book back. 

Initially the two covers may lie ?at, as indi 
cated in Fig. 1, but each is desirably pro-formed 
with a bend line b, as by scoring, which extends 
across the cover parallel with the back and at a 
distance therefrom which is approximately the 
same as, or slightly more than, the width of the 
back. In addition, each leaf may also desirably 
be preformed with a scored or perforated line 
p extending crosswise thereof parallel to the back 
and at a distance which is relatively close thereto. 
The purpose of the bend line in each cover is to 
facilitate an initial bend of one cover (the front 
cover as shown in Figs. 2-5), whereby it may be 
bent through 180° to lie upon itself. After exe 
cuting this bend, the cover panel :0 between the 
bend line and the back may then be bent through. 
substantially 270° to lie ?at against the back (see 
Fig. 3), permitting the balance of the front cover 
to extend downwardly and in cooperation with 
the rear cover to form an easel support for the 
book in its entirety. The bottom edges of the 
two covers, when the book is upstood as shown, 
are desirably treated with some antifriction ma 
terial to resist slipping of the covers, whereby 
to avoid collapse of the book. 
In the position of Fig. 3, the face of the ?rst 

leaf is exposed. The remaining leaves may be ex 
posed by lifting each leaf in turn and swinging 
it upwardly and rearwardly to receive support 
against the other leaves already resting against 
the front cover. Inasmuch as there is a certain 
resistance to bending inherent in most papers 
which are suitable for book use, and the adherent 
binding of each leaf along One edge with the flex 
ible back tends to sustain each leaf, at its point 
of bending, in a position normal to the back, the 
leaves incline to bow outwardly adjacent their 
upper edges. This holds true, regardless of which 
cover furnishes support to the leaves. To mini 
mize this bowing tendency, the leaves may be 
weakened for easier bending by a perforated or 
scored line adjacent the bound edge of each, 
whereby to facilitate a short radius bend (see 
Figs. 4 and 5) which. will conduce to a flat-wise 
resting of one leaf against another, with little or 
no space intervening therebetween. ‘ 
When the ?rst few leaves are exposed, as shown 

in Figs. 3 and 4, the back, although ?exible, will 
remain relatively ?at except along its edge which 
is proximate to the reader. Here the back is sub 
jected to a strain, increasing as additional leaves 
are turned, tending (1) to pull up the front edge 
of the back and bend it around rearwardly, there 
by starting a curl at that point, and (2) to force 
the panel at from a relatively horizontal position 
to one which is more nearly in line with the 
slanting cover of which it is a part. Continued 
turning of the leaves will produce an increased 
curl of the back until it is in contact with itself 
.(see Fig. 12). When more than half the leaves 
have been turned, the back while still maintain 
ing contact with itself will shift its curl toward 
the opposite edge (see Fig. 13). In other words, 
the back curl, starting along the back edge which 
is proximate to the reader will progressively 
move, like a wave, to the opposite edge thereof 
as more and more leaves are turned. When the 
last leaf has been exposed, then the book may 
be reversed, and the procedure started all over 
again with the rear cover being bent along the 
line b to form the panel a: which is then bent 
back to overlie the back while still in a relatively 
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?at condition. In this way, all leaves of the book 
may be successfully exposed, ?rst one side there 
of and then, upon reversal, the other side as well. 
The connection of each leaf to the back is con 

?ned substantially to the bound edge. This is 
important because it facilitates de?ection of the 
leaves, if needed, from a plane which is normal to 
the back. While the securement of the leaves is 
?rm, so that accidental detachment thereof from 
the back is effectually prevented, it is possible 
nevertheless, in response to a properly directed 
pulling force, to remove any selected leaf from 
the book. In doing this, a clean separation takes 
place, because there is little or no direct intercon 
nection between the leaves themselves. 
The glue to be used may, if desired, have an 

animal base and also, if needed, may be given a 
?exibilizing treatment so that it will remain sta 
ble at all times. Desirably the glue should be 
water-soluble for better adhesion to the rela 
tively smooth paper base afforded by the edges 
of the covers and intervening leaves all in reg 
ister. The preliminary moisture treatment given 
to the paper base conditions it better for adher 
ent association with the glue back that is applied 
thereover and which is desirably built up in the 
manner hereinbefore described. The short fibers 
which are spread over the back while the glue is 
still in a ?uid condition may be blown or other 
wise driven to position and. when so placed will 
penetrate through the glue and super to make 
contact with the paper base. This is advanta 
geous because the ?bers are anchored securely in 
place and afford a multitude of reinforcements 
extending transversely through the back where 
by to assure maintenance of its integral charac 
ter without impairing its capacity for flexation. 
We claim: ' 

1. An easel-type notebook comprising a back, 
a pair of relatively stiff covers ?exibly connected 
along opposite edges of the back, each cover be 
ing adapted seriatim to swing through 270° to lie 
across the back, a hinge line across each cover 
disposed beyond the back edge to which it is ?ex 
ibly connected to facilitate angular bending of 
the covers whereby the cover that is swung 
through 270° may bend along the hinge line into 
acute angular relationship with the other cover, 
the two covers when so slanted being adapted to 
upstand in easel fashion from a horizontal sur 
face whereon their free edges are rested, and a 
plurality of leaves each having one edge immov 
ably but flexibly connected to the back, for sus 
pension therefrom while resting against one of 
the covers. 

2. An easel-type notebook comprising a back, 
a pair of relatively stiff covers flexibly connected 
for swinging movement vof 270° along opposite 
edges of the back, hinge lines across the covers, 
parallel with the back edges, permitting each 
cover after swinging through 270° to execute an 
angular bend downwardly such that it forms with 
the other cover an acute angle, the two covers 
when so slanted being adapted to upstand in 
easel fashion from a horizontal surface whereon 
their free edges are rested, and a plurality of 
leaves each having one edge immovably but ?ex 
ibly connected to the back for suspension there 
from While resting against one of the covers. 

3. An easel-type notebook comprising 2. flex 
ible back, a pair of relatively stiff covers flexibly 
connected for swinging movement of 270° along 
opposite edges of the back, hinge lines across the 
covers, parallel with the back edges, permitting 
each cover after swinging through 270° .to execute 
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an angular bend downwardly such that it forms 
with the other cover an acute angle, the two cov 
ers when so slanted being adapted to upstand in 
easel fashion from a horizontal surface whereon 
their free edges are rested, a plurality of leaves 
each having one edge immovably but ?exibly con 
nected to the ?exible back for suspension there 
from while resting against one of the covers, and 
a hinge line across each leaf relatively close to 
its bound edge to facilitate bending of the leaves 
for compact disposition thereof as required when 
the back is bent out of a ?at plane. 

4. An easel-type notebook comprising leaves 
and a pair of enclosing covers all having one 
edge in register, and a ?exible back providing a 
binding for the leaves and covers, the back com 
prising a thin layer of ?exible glue adherently 
applied only to the registered edges of the leaves 
and covers, a strip of super applied over the thin 
glue layer, a heavy layer of ?exible glue applied 
over the super strip and extending through the 
interstices thereof to unite with the thin glue 
layer therebeneath, and a spread of short ?exible 
?bers applied over the outer glue layer and ex 
tending through the entire back whereby to af 
ford a multitude of ?exible transverse reinforce 
ments therefor. 

5. The method of forming a ?exible back for a 
book of paper leaves having their to-be-bound 
edges in register to provide a relatively smooth 
base, which comprises application to the paper 
base of moisture for reduction of the sizing con; 
tent thereof, then applying to the base so treated 
successive layers of ?exible glue, super, glue and 
?bers, the latter in the form of a spread over 
the exposed surface of the outer glue layer, and 
so disposed thereon as to extend through the back 
to provide transverse reinforcements therefor. 

6. The method of forming a ?exible back for a 
book of paper leaves having their to-be-bound 
edges in register to provide a relatively smooth 
base, which comprises application to the paper 
base of moisture for reduction of the sizing con 
tent thereof, then applying to the base so treat 
ed glue in adhesive contact with all the leaves 
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to provide an edge binding therefor, and apply 
ing thereover a spread of fibers so disposed 
thereon as to extend through the back to provide 
transverse reinforcements therefor. 

7. An easel-type notebook comprising a plu 
rality of stacked leaves, and a ?exible closed back 
to which the leaves are ?exibly bound along 
points con?ned substantially to one edge of each, 
a pair of relatively stiff covers ?exibly connected 
to the back for swinging movement through 270°, 
hinge lines across the covers, parallel with the 
back, permiting each cover, in addition to its 
swinging movement, to execute an angular bend 
such that it forms with the other cover an acute 
angle, the back having a ?exing capacity such 
that it may develop a shiftable curve through a 
short radius to permit either cover to touch the 
outer back face when the book is opened up to 
easel position, the covers being adapted to serve 
as easel supports, with the leaves suspended from 
the back, when the cover free edges are rested 
upon a horizontal surface. 

8. An easel-type notebook comprising a plu 
rality of stacked leaves, a ?exible closed back to 
which the leaves are ?exibly bound along points 
con?ned substantially to one edge of each, and a 
pair of spaced leaf-enclosing covers ?exibly 
bound to the back for swinging movement 
through 270° and each cover having a hinge line 
parallel with its axis of swinging movement to 
permit the cover to execute, in addition to such 
swinging movement, an angular bend to form 
with the other cover an acute angle, the back 
having a ?exing capacity such that it may devel~ 
op a shiftable curve through a short radius to 
permit either cover to touch the outer back face 
when the book is opened up to easel position, the 
covers being adapted to serve as easel supports, 
with the leaves suspended from the back, when 
the cover free edges are rested upon a horizontal 
surface. 
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